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Abstract-s-Those electrolyte double-layer theories are reviewed and compared which.
involve detailed consideration of charge and potential conditions in the doublelayer region. Separate consideration is given to those calculations where it may be
a good approximation to treat all charges as continuously distributed and those
where discreteness-of-charge effects must beinvoked, Three conditions are analyzed:
(1) that where there is no specificadsorption and the (solvent) molecules in the monomolecular inner region of the double layer are all of the same type and close-packed;
(2) specific ionic adsorption; and (3) specific adsorption of neutral substances.
lt is shown how previous treatments of (1) may be improved by including
molecular polarization and average planar dipolar interaction effects,
attention is given to the calculation of the field which orients dipoles
layer, and it is pointed out how the inclusion of planar depolarization alters
preach to dielectric saturation. Errors, defects, and
earlier
tinuous-charge treatments of specific ionic adsorption are discussed;
culties arose from failure to distinguish properly mean fields, based
tinuous-charge approximation, and fields derived from the micropotential.a quantity
derived from discreteness-of-charge considerations. It is concluded
available phenomenological treatments of specificionic adsorption
potential are inadequate since they generally involve
ca]culatioI:lS
micropotential, ignore various charge discreteness
plified statistical mechanics, Comparison of previous treatments
lion of neutral substances again shows unwarranted simplification,
it does not appear that the dipole moment and/or di,l1e<:tric constant
molecules can be extracted with any confidence by applying
pcrimental data. An improved
the problem
use of an approximate formula of
thllltreaLtsun:ad:,orbe<lallldad:;()r'be,dx,e,"
gions in the double-layer separately
such regions together by planar interaction.
of the discrete adsorption problem is
described which
than the usual Boltzmann expressions in
saturation effects are important
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paper, we shall review some
the electrolyte double layer
and shall
outline new approaches to certain
51 mplicity,
ideal polarized
we shall consider only a uni-univalent
electrode. Only a fixed, static distribution of
and d
will be
analyzed; thus, all differential
which enter
be underTHIS

FlO. 1. Double-layer structure.

of low frequencies where kinetic effects are
charging and discharging are quasi-equilibrium processes.
di~lgr.al.ll.
double-layer structure is presented in Fig. 1. It is freQuentlv
the region adjoining the electrode into two
mayor may not contain specifically addiffuse layer where solvated ions are held in
balance between diffusive forces and the electric
specifically adsorbed, the inner layer
Helmholtz plane (lHP),
chemisorbed ions. Similarly, the outer
nearest approach of the electrical
be~~inll1in~ of the diffuse
absence of specific nr!<,nr,.,tirm
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inner region consists of a close-packed monomolecular layer of solvent
L -is Its total thickness, d, will then probably be the sum
molecules
from the surface atoms of the metallic elecof a fraction of an
trode?' 1, 6 the diameter of a solvent molecule, and the radius of the major
ion type in the diffuse
When cations and anions are of different sizes,
d will thus vary depending on whether the first layer of the diffuse region is
primarily populated by cations or anions; however, such variation is frequently a small fraction of the total thickness and is usually neglected.
A solvated ion retains its first shell of oriented solvent molecules much
more strongly than subsequent shells.v " Thus, it is reasonable that a
solvated ion at the ORP should be separated from the electrode by only
a single solvent molecule. The process of specific adsorption then involves
the loss of the hemisphere of solvation toward the electrode and the
consequent approach of the ion to within approximately an ionic radius
of the surface.
III the present work, we shall consider the double layer without specific
ionic adsorption, with specific ionic adsorption, and with adsorption of
surface-active neutral substances. Most discussion of previous work will
be given in the text, but for the convenience of readers who wish to
to original papers, minor printing errors, etc., observed in these
will be noted after their reference. Further, the Appendix
table comparing notation used by various workers,
numerical values actually used or suggested for several pertinent coume-.
layer quantities.
As Grahame and Parsons" have pointed out, in the final ana.iysis
double layer must be considered as a three-dimensional plrob.letn
interactions of all charges in solution and on
simultaneously. In the absence of a complete solution
task, it has been found useful to make the apllroxinlaflion
problem into two parts, a part for which it seems
consider continuous distributions of
nature and specific positions of charges
charge distributions have been primarily empl()yed
layer capacitance at a fixed (possibly
On the other hand, the discrete nature
been invoked in calculating specific ad:50x·p.tllon
theory of the diffuse region. In
of the above continuous-discrete sepal:ati.ol1.
number of
theory of the
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negligible change in the overall differential
of the double
layer, the usual experimental quantity. We
follow most
other writers on the full double
an inner and a
for this
Earlier
diffuse region and use simple diffuse-layer
reviews of parts of the present subject may be found in Refs. 4 and 20
through 24. Their fullness makes it unnecessary for us to consider all
aspects of double-layer theory in detail, and we shall therefore concentrate on a comparative study of a few recent non-thermodynamic approaches.

2. CONTINUOUS CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS
2.1. No specific adsorption. Stern'" was the first to suggest that because
of the finite size of ions, the diffuse double layer did not extend all the way
up to the electrode and that the total capacitance" of the double layer
'Could therefore be considered as the series combination of the capacitance
of the inner, charge-free region and that of the diffuse layer. As mentioned
in the last Section, however, when ions are not specifically adsorbed it is
presently commonly agreed that the thickness of the charge-free region,
d, includes that of (at least) a single solvation shell as well as contributions
from ionic size and possible field penetration into the first layer of electrode
'surface atoms.:J,4,6
In the absence of specific adsorption, let c'\ and C2 be the differential
capacitances of the inner, charge-free region and of the diffuse region,
Then C, the total double-layer differential capacitance, will
. Using the Gouy-Chaprnan theory of the diffuse layer
Grah<lm(~20,.26 has employed experimental values of C and the applied
to calculate C1 vs. total mean electrode charge, q.
in Fig. 2 that the resulting C1 varies strongly with q,
(jrah<lrnf~~' and others suggested qualitatively that such dependence
compression and partial dielectric saturation of the inner
material is exposed to a very high electric field at appre-

pOIJaI7iZ;!l.tic~p..

derivations of C1 were carried out using aqueous electrolyte
because it was felt20 , 28 that fluoride ions remained
not specifically absorbed even on strong anodic
Devanajtl1a.n~~ has suggested, however, that fluoride ions may
capacitance, charge, etc., are to be understood to refer

£
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indeed be specifically adsorbed. Further, it has been suggested by the
authcrs.s' by Watts-Tobin-", and by Mott and Watts-Tobin" that the rapid
increase in C with anodic polarization in fluoride solutions may arise
from a specific adsorption process involving fluoride ions, hydroxyl ions,
or adatorns. Clearly, in the charge regions where specific adsorption is
present, the C1 obtained by Grahame's method will not be that of a chargefree region, and, in fact, the series combination of the two capacitances
used will then be incorrect as welt, as discussed Iater.t- Mention should
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FJC}, 2, Differential capacitance of the inner layer, C1 , calculated
from his experimental results using a mercury electrode and assuming
adsorption,

finally be made of Frumkin's'" observation that the
CsF is considerably reduced if purification
than glass vessel.
For cathodic polarization there is little
fluoride ions and none of cations
until nearly the limit
of C curves for q < 'v -1O/lC/cm2,where
are almost entirely cations, is almost in<lelJiendellt
In fact, it turns out that
layer, is about 10 per cent
tallographic radius of Cs is
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be expected to be about 25 per cent
than
'" Matt,
(~curves
Parsons, and Watts-T obin" have ex plained the near consta ncy
in this region of cathodic polarization by the
that the d ielectric
constant in the inner region rises sharply toward
bulk
value
than at
as
at the surface of hydrated ions
is more commonly assumed. This would render
of cation radius but would not explain the observed effect
differential and static capacitance with a
cation. PC'l"h",nQ
ved result is also associated with the likelihood'" of
for
larger ions, making their effective do's smaller than those of smaller ions.
An approach quite different from Grahame's was
one of the
electric
authors" (Ref. 2 will be referred to as I). There, the effect of
fields in the inner region on compressing the
and saturating its dielectric
constant was explicitly introduced. It was then possible to calculate directly
the dependence of C1 on potential across the inner layer and, on using
diffuse layer theory, to calculate C. With some rearrangement of the original work, the total mean p.d, across the double layer, ~)' can be written
as the sum of that across the inner layer and that across the diffuse region,
yielding
Vo

= 4:~d +

(3~T) sinh"? (2~),

(2.1.1)

where the zero of Vo is so chosen that Voco:cO at q=O, the electrocapillary
maximum (ecm), and e is the magnitude of the electronic charge. Note
that here
will be positive when the electrode charge q is positive. The
F..I''17lI'L.,_ where lOs is the dielectric constant of the soluDebye lengthLn ==" (kT8s/8ncoe2/12= 1·9881 X 10 -10 [T8s/N]11 2
temperature, N the normality of the solution,
concentration of positive or negative ions in the solution far
81'

de]iJerlde:nt
JhlfJ;,elatioh

the static dielectric constant of the inner region,
constant field in this layer, we also require
GivenE1 , one can then calculate 81, d, q, and
be obtained from C- 1 = d Vo/dq ; the result is
be given, especially since C is easily calculated

(2.1.2)
(2.1.3)
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Here the pressure P is that arising only from the compressive effect of the
attraction of the
capacitor "plates" formed by the electrode and
diffuse
involves the compressibility parameter (J, is
properly linear for
1, and
requires infinite pressure to yield zero
thickness,
The following
for Cl' proposed by Grahame," was used,
(2,1.4)
where I::~ is the value of I:'} when there is no dielectric saturation, B= is
its value when the dipolar contribution to E[ is fully saturated out, and b
is a dielectric saturation constant.
Using the above equations, Grahame's JO C data for NaF at 25°C and
several solute concentrations was fitted by adjustment of the parameters
E~, {J, and b. At the ecm, the data gave 2,37 BVdo2f 3·3 A-}; the assumption
of a monolayer of water led to a thickness do of about 4'6 A, finally yielding
E~=15. The quantity B= was taken as 5, based on independent highfrequency measurements. Fitting of the data was carried out only for q~
o and was relatively simple since the effects of different values of fJ and
b interacted only slightly. Not only was quite accurate fitting of the data
found to be possible in this region where specific adsorption could be
presumed absent but also the final values of Pand b were in order of mag·
nitude agreement with results obtained by entirely different methods for
bulk water. In the actual comparison of theory and experiment, dielectric
saturation of Es by the field in the diffuse layer was also included. Theinclusion of this effect, which is only one of the corrections to Gouy-Chapman
theory possible, made less than one per cent difference in the theoretical
curves and so has been omitted from the present discussion.
When Grahame's'" later measurements of C for NaF at avariet~of
temperatures became available, the present authors: I,4 improvedanu.mber
of points in the above theory and fitted this data as well (Ref. 4 will be
referred to as II). First, the earlier theory gave C curves sytnmetrical·
about the ecm, in contradistinction to experil1lcnt,andhencecouldJ1.ot
fit q:> 0 data simultaneously with q~O data. In II it was attempted to
avoid part of this difficulty by introdudngan eflectiveor "natural1'
field,*38 tTl' which gave a small amount ofdielectric~aturati()n(dipole
orientation) even at the ecm and allowed the maximuIDElto occut at sma.l1
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positive (or negative) values of q. Such
suggested by Parsons" and by Watts-Tobin "H)
In II, it was suggested that dipole '''';",,,I,,li,'',n
the absence of an
external field might arise from some or all of the
factors: permanent rnultipole moments higher than the
an nduced dipolar
moment, non-spherical molecule, electrode electron wave-function overlap and bonding, the non-planarity of the metallic surface on an atomic
scale, and differences in dipole image reflection in the mercury and in the
diffuse layer. Parsons," on the other hand,
as reasons a greater
specific attraction of one end of the water molecule to the mercury than
the other, the dipolar layer within the metal
or the fitting of the
surface water layer into the remainder of the water structure. Watts-Tobin 30
has invoked the quadrupole moment of a watcrmoleeule in a detailed
way to explain the initial orientation, and finally Mott and Watts-Tobin"
have suggested that water molecules in the inner layer are surrounded by
mercury atoms, surely an extreme case of mercury surface non-planarity.
Parsons" has criticized I because he states it suggests that d at the
ecm (do) is proportional to the radius of the cation. This is not so. The
theory off was applied only for q =~ 0; in the absence of specific adsorption it was expected that over most of the q range investigated cations
would greatly exceed anions in the first layer of the diffuse region. Thus, a
cation radius was included as a part of do but amounts to less than 25 per
cent of the full do used in 1. Going from Na I- to K 1-, an increase ill radius
about 40 per cent, is reflected as only about an 8 per cent change in
similar magnitude in do occurs for NaF when Na is
in going from cathodic to anodic polarization. In a desome such interpolation formula for the effective ion-radius
contrlbution t? do as [r+exp(-V;)--+-r _ exp(V;)]/2 cosh V; might be
Va
and V2 is the p.d. across the diffuse layer.
difficlltlty
theory of I is that equation (2.1.4) does not
field behavior. In the limit of high fields, the
monomolecular inner layer may be
the field direction, making the permanent
maximum. Since further polarization is impossible
"ll~;\'ol~'J. the term multiplying (£~-8~) in (2.1.4)
yielditlg
polarization for sufficiently high
give such behavior when 1l(2b)E1 » I, it has
(2.1.5)
(2;1.6)

p
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where a z:
andE:=:
Thesaturationtermh(E) is again taken
from Grahames work'" and now exhibits proper high field behavior. In
addition, the new equation incorporates an experimentally necessary dependence on density. In equation (2.1.5) )=e!(!o:=:do/d=(1+miXp)l/m,
where q is the density of the inner region, flo is its value at P,,~O, and IX is a
compressibility constant. Insofar as its density dependence is concerned,
(2.1.5) represents a generalization and improvement of the Owen-Brinkley
equation," just as the above equation of state for (! represents a generalization and improvement of the Tait equation of state.'? The constants n, r;
and m were usually taken as 1, 0, and I, respectively, in II on the basis
of reasonable arguments. Note that this choice still leaves some density
dependence of fl' in distinction to (2.1.4) which includes none.
An application of linear elasticity theory in n yielded, to first order,
Q/flu=.do!d=l+cxP, equal to the above expression for A with m=d
(and to its first order expansion for any m) and to equation (2.1.2) used
in I if (X and fJ are identified.
Since (2.1.5) exhibits dependence on density as well as field, it may be expected that there will be electrostrictive as wen as compressive contributions to P. The analysis of II yields
P = (slEr/8n) {I + [()(ln8l ) !()(ln)')]Q}
.

(Et/8n) [28= -1 +ah(E)]

/8n)---

~ ~1-=-2;'«;:-='l)(E~

(2.1.7)

(2.1.8)

where the second equation only follows when n=m= 1 and r=O.
Figures 3 and 4 show the agreement obtained for two temperatures
when the theory of n is fitted to Grahame's'" data. In these figures, the
curves for different concentrations were progressively shifted upward by
6 ,uF /cm 2 to allow clear distinction between them. The only significant
disagreement between theory and experiment for all temperatures and
concentrations occurs on the anodic side and possibly arises from a
specific adsorption process in this region not included in the theory.
It is clear that although the introduction of a non-zero t n has made
the theoretical curves somewhat asymmetric and allowed better curve
fitting for low anodic potentials, especially for low temperatures, its intro-·
duction is insufficient to explain the rapid anodic rise in C. Parsons24
has suggested that this rise comes not from specific adsorption but from
a much greater compressibility of the inner layer at positive than
negative electrode charges. This is explained as arising from a difference
in the strength of hydration of cations and anions~ but the suggestion.
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runs into difficulty because of the
pressibility needed in the anodic polanzanon
between NaF curves and those of other. SP(;c111c(I:ily
also reduces the likelihood of correctness
Considerable attention has been
the
mately simultaneously, by Watts-Tobin~1ll to the
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3. Comparison of the results of the theory of II and Grahame's experimental
differential capacitance results for O°C.

value of a '= e~ _. 8"", the unsaturated dipole contridielectric constant in the inner layer. A common partial
the assumption that the field acting on the two.d.i tneJ:l.si i()11.l1I, mner-raver water molecules was essentially equal to the applied
more detailed consideration of this effective
the conclusion that the dipole reaction field
rendering the effective field even smaller.
instantreduced in a twoand association
molecules will settle down
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somewhat between surface mercury atoms. 3 ,;!,6 In addition, in II the
effect on a and on the saturation parameter b of singleand infinite imaging
of surface
was quantitatively evaluated and fair agreement with
experiment found.
In fitting Grahame's curves in II, it was found that excellent agreement
at all temperatures could be obtained by employing the theoretically
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expected temperature dependence of b, but that the temperature dependence
of a obtained from fitting curves at five temperatures was very regular
but was appreciably greater than that predicted by any theoretical model
considered. Part of this discrepancy may arise from the neglect of molecular
interaction in the plane, which would itself be temperature dependent
(see later discussion). In spite of the disagreement in the temperature
coefficient of a obtained by curve fitting, the general rather close agreement
found in II between the values of a, b, and IX and'
t
experimental values obtained in other ways is go
effects embodied
reality of the compression and saturat
The interesting hump which ap
in Fig. 2 at low
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and in
3 near but slightly to the anodic
explained by Grahame'" as arising from an increase
like layer next to the electrode as the temperature
authorsv" and Watts-To birr" 11ave
arises
from the proportioning of two factors: an increase in capacitance
from specific adsorption as anodic polarization is
and then
an initial decrease as dielectric saturation begins. Mott and Wattsin their further work have ignored the effect of the natural field
U1
shifting the hump to the anodic side of the ecrn and have
such
a shift on the basis of a displacement between the zeros of
and
potential arising from specific adsorption; this explanation win be considered in the next section.
Next, let us compare different methods that have been used to introduce
dipole orientation effects. We shall initially neglect the effect of density
changes on the dielectric constant and consider the potential difference,
V1' across the inner layer only. In II, we took
VI
iSl

=

(2.1.9)

4nqdf ol '
= 0",,+ [4nN 1)< p(E» fE ]
=:.::

0 00

(2.1.10)

+ ah(E),

where < ,aCE»~ is the average value of the permanent dipole moment
in the direction of the field E, E=:.:: £1+- <5 n as before, and N J; is the number
of dipoles per unit volume. Their number per unit area in an adsorbed
monolayer will be denoted by N (not to be confused with the normality
solution). If we temporarily assume l<5 nl« IE11, write Nvd =:.:: N,
use E 1 = V1/d, it can be readily shown that (2.1.9) and (2.1.10)
~ 4nqd. 4nN<f.t(E»
V1 = - - - _. - - - - - - - - ,
8 00

olEI

e:

(2.1.11)

= 4nq. The approximate equality is exac

pre$ellt notation, Watts-Tobin'" and Mott and Watts-Tobin

(2.1.12)

when

O. On the other hand,
and (2.1.12) are not entirely
formulation of (2.1.12)

.,1'
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is the more nearly correct; however, because Itnl« jEll over most of
the range of E1' the difference between the two approaches would have an
almost negligible effect on the curve fitting of II.
Let us now consider how (2.1.12) may be derived and then improved.
Following Matt and Watts-Tobin, in a layer containing dipoles we shall
up the definition Bj =' D/E1 . Instead, we may write
D ~ 4nq :== £1 +4nV!J1 +1')2),
(7)1 ~ (10,= -, 1)£1/4n ,

(2.1.14)

7)2 iCc= N,) -c: p(E)::> .

(2.Ll5)

(2.1.13)

Solving for the potential drop VI =' £ld yields just (2.1.12). Note that
when q='O, E1 ~ E lo is non-zero and is given by
,~

4nN..v <: /t(£10 'h~n»

-"'-'"_

_~-'"--------'-'-~---

,

(2.1.16)

E,.">:)

y:'. 0 and £10 r" O. When
which must be solved by iteration when
< 0, £10> 0 and q will therefore be positive when E = 0, the point
of no average dipole orientation where the hump may be expected to be
most prominent.
We believe that (2. Ll2) and (2.1.16) still require
further modifications which, for greater clarity, we shall introduce
by bit. The changes chiefly concern the proper inclusion
and distortional polarization and planar interactions. In the pn~cedilJlg
treatment, these polarizations were introduced
the
term. Although the technique for handling this polarization
for bulk, we believe that for the present case of a monolayer
correct treatment should be based upon the actual m()fi()Ia.lIer sttuc.l~tl,be.
Equations (2.1.13) and (2.1.15) require no modification
dependcl:h,e
defined; we must, however, determine the
which will take the place of (2.1.14). For

connecting the microwave
these

vC\'llln,p pohtri2~abfilit:y
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we shall ignore. On taking £I;) := density in the bulk at zero electrostatic
pressure and defining Xu:= fJol i?~, we have that AXu == (f) I Co) «(!()I(}~)
"'-~ {! I (jOt a quantity of the order of unity. In c l u s ion 0 f th i s factor
leads to the following relation for (Xl in the monolayer,
(2. L20)

Under the very high fields which may prevail in the inner region, CY.I J may
show some saturation behavior and may decrease with increasing field
magnitude. This effect should be relatively small and will not be further
considered.
We shall now briefly set aside macroscopic electrostatics and determine
polarization and local electric fields from microscopic laws, neglecting
discreteness of charge in the electrode itself.4oa Having then found the
may determine the macroscopic electric field acting
layer through relation (2.1.13) with ((J:= 1Jc+-rpz, the total
monolayer, we. still have 1)1 "'-=!X1[jeff with !Xl given by (2.1.20),
follows from (2.1.18). Instead, we find that
the applied field 4nq plus the fields arising from the
and from electronic and distortional polariconnmons; which will be explored elsewhere, it will
natural field, different from the orienting
iu'lu,;es polarization even when q and <: fl> are zero.
here, but its introduction will
theory and experiment and
the likely presence of a strong
metal. Defining r0 as
arranged monolayer, we
between

II.

&

r

WRew-x
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is 9·0336. For non-ideal dipoles, such as those of water molecules,
these factors will be somewhat reduced.v
The above procedure leads to the result that the effective field acting
to create distortional and electronic polarization is
(2.1.21)

where <. If> :='<
, and !j is an orienting field determined later.
This result together with (2.1.17) yields
(2.1.22)

where s =::: (3/4y/4 110:10 and Bell == 1+-,wlll N l !2. In deriving (2.1.22), we
have made use of the monolayer relations N v = N/d :;0,' N},jdo; and we
have tacitly derived the polarizability parameter 0:10 from the properties of
the monolayer substance alone, ignoring the point that contributions from
electrode atoms and diffuse layer ions may result in a slightly altered value
of the average inner-layer polarizability. The effective dielectric constant,
sew derived here from microscopic considerations, will·· usually ran~e
from unity to two or three in magnitude. Combining equations (.2.1..21:)
and (2.1.22) leads to
t cff = [4nq--(3/4J3!40'N3/2<~> ljscH'

The present expression for eerf applies in the case of maximum surface
coverage by a monolayer of dipolar molecules. For variable coverage,
a form of this expression was first derived by Roberts.43 - 45 1n the maximum
coverage case, his result reduces to the present 8 eff except for the replace..
ment of the term (3/4)3/4X 1l·034 ~ 8·894 by 1 X9·034 s; 9, .a
appropriate for a square array. The near equality of
shows that the magnitude of Berf is virtually independent 0
of array is assumed. The present treatment seems to be the first 1'0
Bert has been introduced in a self-consistent treatment
<: p.> r" !to' where !to is the magnitude of the permanent
when q=O and g= flo.
Now we turn to the problem of calculating <: p.> . In
guided by the methods just employed to find (j)1' In
consider in some detail the overall effective field od
dipoles. We have already taken into account
independent of q by the introduction of the natur
tions of independence and additivity of t n and the extra field present
when q ~ 0 are probably good under most conditions, especially if ton is
found to have little or no temperature dependence. The orienting field
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ansmg from q was taken as El"~' 4nq / E1 in I and II and as Vdd, with VI
given by (2.1.12), by Watts-Tobin8 0 and Mott and Watts-Tobin." As
we have seen, these choices are not usually very different, but they share
the defect of treating the field arising from dipole orientation in a manner
appropriate only to bulk calculations.
If one removes a single dipolar molecule from the hexagonal sheet
but leaves all other charges fixed as they were, the true field at the vacancy
would, by the foregoing development, be just t="t eff . With the missing
molecule returned to its site, the effective field acting on the permanent
dipole will be altered by the electronic polarization of that same molecule,
and this effect will generally depend on the specific orientation of the
molecule in a complicated and uncertain manner. Such dependence
upon orientation of the shielding ofthe permanent dipole moment by the
electronic polarization could actually affect the saturation function in a
drastic and asymmetrical manner, depending on detailed molecular structure. In the present work, however, we shall neglect such asymmetry and
assume that the electronic polarization shields the dipole through a factor n2 ,
the square of the optical refractive index, appropriately modified for
density changes. Such modification, along the lines of equation (2.1.5)
with the parameter n= 1, leads to the replacement of n2 by 1-1- .:\(n2--l).
(We then finally obtain the following result for the total orienting field
(2.1.24)
Next, we need to calculate the pressure in the inner region in the present
regime. Since 81 has not been defined in the present treatment of a surface
layer, equation (2.1.7) relating pressure, 8 1, and E 1 cannot be
d here to yield the pressure P. Employing the same general approach
as that used.in II (but see the statement after Ref. 4 for minor corrections),
weobtaill the following generalization of (2.1.7),

P= qE2 .+ 2nAq(()1J)
q
= 2n [q-1J+A(~f)J'
1

()A

q

(2.1.25)
immediately from
(2.1.26)
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and consequent reduction of the magnitude of the permanent dipole
moment
The saturation function f(t) obeys j(O)=O, I( (0)=1.
Note that the usual assumption of r """, 0 in (2.1.5) is equivalent to taking
introduced above.

P

if
XN/dO' in agreement with the }, -1 term
We may now express the pressure as

= 2nq [q -

({t:-;;-) {fe,s) --}, ( ()-~i:S)-)J ]'

(2.1.27)

where terms in (lJ and ['V/J/()}, involving the polarizability CG 10 have cancelled out.
The mean field in the inner region now follows from (2.1.13) and
(2.1 .26) and is

E1

=

4nq[1-A( 4nCG lO/ Serr)] - [4nN/lof(&)/docerrl·

(2.1.28)

Note that at qco=O the expression for £10 does not involve £10 itself in
as is the case for (2.1.16). The potential drop V1""£ld=£1},-ldo is
Vl

= 4nqA -ldo [l-},(4nxlO!eeff)]- [4nNttof(t)/A8efrJ,

which may be compared with (2.1.12).
When this result is compared with (2.1.12) suitably modrned
density dependence, one sees that the term
the simpler {l+A(s=-l)}. Since the terms multiplying
compared to unity, the A dependence of these two expressions
considerably different. Secondly, comparison of the
that A {I A(c~ -I)} is replaced by (A Cert) if the appreciable
between E and !3 is ignored.
The potential drop across a dipole
distance on either side of the layer is frequently
When the dipoles are non-ideal and
by two continuous charge layers with homogeneous
between them, the result of equation
Ignoring the differences between ), and unity,
result, which includes
same general form, if not magnitude,
essentially the same when the
and we believe that it is pel:tll1l¢l1t
under close-packed conditions
difference produced
moments adsorbed
packed

+

(2.1.29)
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Finally, to obtain V()' the total p.d. across the double
, we must
include V z, that across the diffuse region. However, since it is customary
and desirable to measure potential in an unabsorbed
with reference
to the ecm potential (q=O), we must also subtract
to obtain
V o = 4nq):-1d o [1- },(4mxlo/ceH)] + (2kT/e) sinh
'- (4nNfJo/eeu) [A -1 f(c) --j«(~o)],

1.30)

where Co is the value of (', at q=-~O and is zero when cncO. Since P=O
when q=O, A == (l+lnexP)l/m will be unity at this point. The above
expression shows aHA-dependence explicitly except that in f«(',). It is
expected that the hump will appear at low temperatures in the neighborhood of the q value for which /~=O. This will occur at a positive q for
&n<:O.

shall follow Grahame 35 and n in using an expression of the
tan -l(V[b]t). This form has the advantage discussed
able to approximate either Langevin or dipole-image
adjustment of the parameter b. Both Langevin and
saturation are based on the assumption that dipoles are
direction. On the other hand.Watts-Tobin"? and Mott
assumed that a water dipole could only take up two
tanh«()floE/kT), where 8= IN3 in Wattsdetaile:d treatment of the water molecule, and ()=, I 'when it was
could only be parallel or antiparallel to E.
may also be made to approximate to
of most interest.
be proportional to the magnitude of
both Il and the present treatment we
compression. Thus, Vb must be

(2.1.31)
effect
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The presence of ,U>
in ,s itself shows that planar-interaction
depolarization may have an
effect on the approach to saturation.
The effect is to retard the achievement of saturation, and its presence
makes the exact choice of tan - \ tanh, or Langevin saturation expressions
both lesscertain and less important. In II the situation was examined where
water dipoles were imaged in the electrode or in the electrode and the
. Single imaging produced little deviation from Langevin
diffuse
saturation but deviation was somewhat more pronounced in the case
of an infinite series of images. Such imaging leads to a more rapid approach
to saturation, opposite to the effect of planar depolarization. Thus far,
no treatment has been given in which planar depolarization and dipole
imaging have been simultaneously considered. Because the effect of single
imaging is small and there is some doubt concerning the appropriateness
of infinite imaging (see later discussion), we believe that for the present
it is most reasonable to usc the interpolation formula (2.1.31) with
b adjustable to describe saturation behavior.
Preliminary results of fitting the present theory to Grahame's NaF
data indicate that a reasonable fit to C curves may be achieved over almost
the entire experimental Vu span, anodic as well as cathodic. Such agreement is produced without the need to invoke specific adsorption processes
and indicates that the hump on the anodic side arises from an t n < 0
and from the presence of induced and permanent dipole moments which
depend quite differently on q. These results will be discussed at length
elsewhere.
2.2. Specific Tonic Adsorption

Let us now suppose that a charge q1 (per unit area) arises fro,m:spe:cificaUy'
adsorbed ions. It will usually be assumed that these ions are
Since the actual dependence of q1 on q or Vo involves discreteness
charge effects, such dependence will be discussed later.
It is important to point out that the
inner and diffuse layers are no
neutrality requires that q=--(qd-qz),
charge. To the. degree to which an OHP can
to write Vu = Vi+. V2 with the zero of
q=O for the case of no specific ",r1~r\"T\tiC\fI
yields
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or
\

)

/

Since dq2/dq may be positive when ql 0, the
that C
may greatly exceed C\; this possibility is, however,
unimportant since Idq2/dq! is almost always found to be Jess than unity.
It should also be mentioned that specific
can, of course,
cause a direct increase in (;1 itself compared to that without such adsorption. Grahame" was the first to point out qualitatively that in the presence
of specific adsorption large capacitance values arise because of the change
of adsorption with potential. An equation fully equivalent to (2.2.2)
was given in II, and a similar, less general, equation was derived
Devanathan," to whom belongs the credit for first showing in detail the failure
of the series assumption when q1 ¥ 0. Many authors have treated the
double layer with the simplifying approximation of neglecting the potential
drop across and capacitance of the diffuse region. Clearly, this will be a
very poor approximation when (dq2/dq) (;;-1 is comparable in magnitude
with (;;1. Further, in this case it may not even be a very good approximation to use ordinary simple diffuse layer theory for
Three different methods of calculating ionic surface charge excesses
at the mercury-solution interface are presently available. These are the
which requires a graphical differentiation of
tension; Grahame's2o,47 capacity method, which requires
differentiation and a double integration; and the non-thermodynadouble-laver model method pioneered by Devanathan." Since these
recently been discussed and compared by Devanathan and
(JanM~anltna, we shall here consider only the third.
conventional diagram for the diffuse layer in the presence
specific adsorption showing the thicknesses fJ and y, dielectric constants,
Because of the smearing out of charge, all p.d.'s
thus Vi is the mean p.d. between the bulk of the
however. conceptual difficulties associated
cOlrttitluc-US[y distributed charge model which we shall discuss
and some generalization thereof.
appropriate when all surface sites on
specitically adsorbed ions (to be denoted by
water molecules are left in the inner
fractional occupation of the
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Now when 0« I, at any given time there will be appreciable surface
regions where there will be no SAl nearby and the surface will be occupied
as usual
water molecules in the inner layer. For these regions, it is
'= d.
= "'y =' 1'1' and essentially ignore SAL when
proper to take
calculating
Although the introduction of an £1 which includes dipole
orientation effects is not the best procedure, as we have seen in the last
Section, <\ will be used here as a shorthand way of referring to and
includingdipole orientation effects.On the other hand, in the neighborhood
IHP

OHP
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5. Quantities defined in the double layer when discreteness..of·charg:eetle(;ts
are ignored.

of a SAl, the thickness fJ wilt be made up of a contributiou
metal and one from the radius of the
no polar contribution and
Also, it is reasonable to suppose
shell on the side away from the surface
nearest diffuse-layer (hydrated)
SAL by approximately
cation) and the diameter
equaf.the
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where there are no SAL nearby and the OH P will
of Fig. 5, the use of {J,. y,
and "r represents
situation, necessitated by theuse of continuous
Unfortunately, such averaging, which may be
jusltifie:d physically by thermal motion parallel to the
function of () and is one reason why
is
onq (and so on q]) even without the introd uction of
treatment of the diffuse layer yields

V2

=

-(2kT/e) sinh-1(q2/2A),

leads to
(2.2.4)

4nq{f!cp,

(2.2.5)

= 4nY(Q+ql)!Cy'

and rearrangement gives
(2.2.6)
QJ'iel1ltati[on potential contribution has bee a included
as shown previously,
This is somewhat the course
who also take cfJ=
Cl'=E~,
ltjgn'orCidlipc1lar saturation effects. Note that in
the simple addition of the
the present approximation of
an approximation which
the diffuse layer nearest the
not clear how to take the
neglected (or taken
Equation (2.2.6)
as the crystallothl~dimculty in properly
there are
orOO'Ort10118 change
and those
presence
tll.¢. planar interaction effect
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which resulted in the introduction of
in the last Section. This problem
will be further considered later.
Grahame Z8 ,50 and Grahame and Parsons" have used an equation equivalent to
'with
,= £'1'" 8,~ and no separate dipole orientation
contribution. If the second term on the right is termed 1pOZ and the last
following these authors, then (qVJjqt'IfJoz)
y!(;.'H-y), but this is a
dubious equation for all the reasons discussed above. In an early treatment,
Grahame-" did distinguish between the dielectric constant £"1 in vyv and
that in
when £13 is taken equal to £"1 there, but this is clearly not a
meaningful distinction and can only he introd uced heuristically in an
effort to correct for deficiencies in the equation.
Mott and Watts- Tobin'' have also given an equation equivalent to
(2.2.6) when V2 is omitted and EfJ oc"" cy =co: Eoo (,,=.3) is used. No direct
dipole orientation term was included although, as discussed previously,
this term did appear in their treatment when specific adsorption Was
omitted. * They give as the condition that the field in the inner region be
zero, q(!3'''Y) =qlY, or q "" (y!fJ)qz. This condition makes Vt
17'1' =, 0 (when Ep"'" E)') but does 110t require a zero average
inner region; instead, it only leads to {LEp =
where EfJ
are the mean fields in the {J and y regions of the inner
no reason to expect, as do Mott and Watts-Tobin, that the
Graba-mle
anodic side should occur just at this charge. The data
Parsons 011 KC1, in fact, do not substantiate the above relation. be:tW(~etl
q and ql at the hump unless r/({J+ y) is taken to decrease
with increasing KCl concentration (or decreasing q).
the hump will appear in the neighborhood of the electrodlccllargel<)r"'Illlhi<::11
there is zero average dipolar orientation. IgrlOring:ra;pid fiuct\:latiQrl.ejffe(~t$;
we note that this is the charge
field, (; in Section 2. I, is zero. This will, in generat,
which makes the mean fields £p
makes
tial - see Section 3).
Grahame and J)","~"",.~
zero when VI =0 and
Although they indicate that
explain the appearance of aPl)teciuble der.lenI3enree'. Qf ,r/l,lf4--AJI>on
is not really the
C-.-O
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electric displacement across the
IS
electrostatics. At Vl =0, V2 cf since
is used of a linear mean potential variation
in the presence of SAl that difficulties arise. The
cussed earlier, arises from the use of the contmuousty
model of Fig. 5 at all when 0> O.
Devanathan'" pointed out that (2.2.6) can
the shift of ecm potential with solute concentration provided ql at
is known. One must
only calculate Vo vs. th. at qc=cO. The resulting curve will be correct, of
course, to the degree to which (2.2.6) is an adequate description of the
true situation in the double layer. For reasons already mentioned, we
believe that (2.2.6) is only a poor representation of the true state of
affairs, either with eft = ey =~ e~ or even with eft ,0c
and EI' including a
dipole orientation contribution which is saturable.
Grahame'" and Grahame and Parsons" are not concerned with using
(2.2.6) to obtain G by differentiation and either the derivation therefrom
of ql vs. q assuming values for (fJ+y)/e~ and YIEI' or vice versa. Instead,
they calculate ql vs. q using Grahame's capacity method, derive VI from
KI and KCl differential capacitance data and plot VI vs. til- This procedure
surprisingly shows that (fH-y)le~ and "/115= are nearly independent
of q over a wide range; Devanathan and Canagaratna" have, however,
called the accuracy of Grahame's capacity method into question on the
basis of a comparison of its predictions of surface excesses with those
electrocapillary method. Nevertheless, the approximate constancy
qand ql in (2.2.6) is suggestive.
Calvert" have used (2.2.6) in conjunction with a
theoJ:eti.cal relation between ql and electrode polarization, to be discussed
relations by calculating V2 vs. Vo and comparing with
Grahame's capacity method for KI. Quite good agreement is
comparison of derived quantities is hazardous, and a
stringent test would involve the direct calculation of G vs.
severai concentrations and temperatures.
Ellnallv.
in his earl y 29 and later'" work with (2.2.6),
assuming that fl, y, and Coo are known constants.
caJrrying out such a calculation would be first to obtain
experimental G- VO curve in the conventional
for given Vo and q by iteration.
i:l ~.llulll:clomplica1:ed but entirely equivalent method.
keeping p, y, and
and C. This is essentially

°
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converted to an integral equation for ql which is then solved by iteration.
Since no more information except for a constant of integration is used in
this method than in the direct method, they must lead to identical results
for ql vs, q if the zero of Vo is picked consistent with the integration constant mentioned. Devanathan has not realized this fact and has substituted
his C[1 values into (2.2.6) as a test of the theory. The resulting V o values
are compared, at equal q's, with the experimental p.d. across the double
layer. The resulting Vo 's are found to differ from the corresponding
experimental p.d.'s by only a constant. This result is taken to be a stringent
test of the theory; it is actually only a guarantee of the accuracy of the
calculations. It is therefore not surprising that Devanathan'scalculations
of the shift of KCI ecm potential with concentration are in agreement
with experiment; they must be, since they are calculated with ql values
derived from the same data and nothing more.
It is worth pointing out that the ql values derived from (2.2.6) by the
direct or by Devanathan's method using experimental C values are only
as correct as is (2.2.6) itself. In addition to the defects already mentioned,
we should expect 81' andy to vary with field because of compression
effects. Therefore, it is surprising that surface excess values derived
Devanathan's method are frequently found to be in fairly reasonable
agreement with values found by the electrocapil1ary method.'"
ql results derived from (2.2.6) with constant coefficients
much better than we might expect. On the other hand,
of this method for cathodic polarization seems to lead to smau cationic
adsorption at strong cathodic charges. The presence
on the cathodic side of the ecm is an alternative
explanation of the shape of C curves than
tion but the presence of dielectric saturation
This is especially so becausefor q more nezative
the specific adsorption found is
concentration." Further, specific
temperature dependent, but the shape
is very nearly temperature independent,
C vs. q data available for which
adsorption over a wide q range.

of Neutral

Sul>$tGr!JCI?S
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for the specific adsorption of simple ions. At constant thiourea concentration, double-layer differential capacitance increases rapidly on anodic
polarization. On the other hand, aliphatic molecules seem to reach
maximum adsorption at the interface in the region of the cern, and capacitance curves approach that of the pure solution at strong anodic or
cathodic polarization. 52
A number of different approaches have been made to the problem of
-explaining the above behaviors. Since some of the earlier work has recently
been considered by Bockris, Muller, and Devanathan," we shall limit
the present discussion to some ofthe recent work in the field. Let the number
of neutral entities adsorbed per unit area be T (exclusive of water molecules
:.in the inner layer), and define b==-l'jrm> the fractional surface coverage."
Here r m is the number per unit area when the surface is entirely covered
with the neutral substance. Further, let the p.d, V o across the double
layer in the absence of neutral-substance adsorption (b=~O, but 0 not
necessarily z ro) be now denoted. as V~(q). Devanathan'" now assumes
that when b "'" 0, the new double-layer p.d. will be
Vo(q)

= Vo'()
q + '2nTp
-p ,
Coo

(2.3.0

where #11 is the permanent dipole moment of the adsorbed molecule,
.and e"", is again the constant (saturated) value of the dielectric constant
of water in the inner region, taken as 7'19, In order to take account of
the direction of the dipole, Devanathan rewrote the second term on
·the right as eoT/KOrg' where Kor g ==- eoo /2nl, fl p == eol, and the charge
·eo is positive when the positive end of the dipole is next to the electrode.
'. Now molecules of the adsorbed neutral substance may still be somewhat
free to rotate, just as in the water molecule in the inner region, and it is
necessary to replace Pp by <: IIp(tJp)> , where t p is the effective
ing to orient the permanent dipole. Its approximate calculation,
g planar interaction, will be outlined later. Although Devanathan
an argument to justify the factor 2 in equation (2.3.1), we
a
with the discussion of the matter by Higuchi, Ree,
,S5 that for dipole layers the 2 should be replaced by the more
see equation 2.1.11, which is some further justification). Making
ve changes, changing the sign of the dipole term to agree with
antity or the corresponding ratio of surface excesses is called () by most
.
another symbol in order to keep separate the treatment of
({»O) and adsorption of neutral substances (0)0). Note
i3 and () aresimultaneously non-zero, 0:5 ()+0 :S 1.
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usual practice, and replacing

E=.

a constant factor 'I') we have,

v

(2.3.2)

A somewhat
and some discussion ofr), which arises
from planar interaction and is more complicated than the previous
will be
later in the paper.
In order to usc
I) to obtain T(q) for different concentrations,
constant and differentiated (2.3.1) with respect
Devanathan'< has held
to If, obtaining a relation between the differential capacitances.with and
without neutral-substance adsorption and involving the term dF(dq.
Finally,
is obtained
integration. Unlike the case ofspecificIcnic
adsorption, data are always available where there is no adsorption of the
neutral substance considered and the above method makes use of them
directly without the integral equation and solution by the method of
successive
required in Devanathau's treatment of specific
ionic adsorption.
A much simpler way of obtaining T(q) than that of Devanathanis
use (2.3.1), or,
(2.3.2) directly. Since q vs, Vo
may be obtained
integration of differential capacitance data,
may be immediately used to yield (1'/7)< flp(t p)>- vs, q for
neutral-substance concentration. Note that only when
dence to believe that <: ,u' p >- =-"
and ,ttl' and r; are
possible, however, to obtain T(q) separately. Further, it is impol'ta.lli
point out that Devanathan's differential method will
±!AJP independent of charge on the electrode.
are not fully pinned, differentiation leads to a term additional
which must be included. On the other hand, the use
to T <; Itp(t p» If} directly, independent of the
~-

~.~

±lkp'

Unfortunately, (2.3.2) itself cannot be accepted
for some of the same reasons as those cited in
(2.2.6). Equation (2.3.1) or (2.3.2) has
that the only effect of the adsorption. of
in the double-layer p.d. in the
molecule of neutral substance
molecules in the inner
from partly oriented
different from the
the surroundings
general, be
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molecule, and planar interaction
an important and more compliin the inner layer.
cated role than in the case of water molecules
Again, the difficulty arises from a too naive
out of the properties
of the inner layer in the presence of two or more ~P';<";lt;~.
Devanathan'" has used (2.3.1) to calculate
from the data of
Schapink, Oudeman, and Helle'? on thiourea in NaF. These authors
themselves integrated their differential capacitance results twice to obtain
interfacial tension vs, charge for each thiourea concentration, then applied
the usual electrocapillary method to obtain F(q) by differentiation of
the interfacial tension with respect to the chemica! potential of the thiourea. Contrary to Devanathan's 5(1 statement, this is not a fully thermodynamic method (since the capacitance measurements were made at 1025
cis), but it should be valid if there was no frequency dependence of the
differential capacitance between zero frequency and 1025 cis (Schapink
et al. do not mention testing this condition). The accuracy of the results
is limited, however, by the accuracy of the graphical differentiation,
itself'.applied to a curve plotted with relatively wide spacing of points.
Comparison of the result for F(q) shows fair semi-quantitative agreement
(not the "good agreement" mentioned by Devanathan"), with worst
agreement at high concentration in the lower cathodic polarization region.
Ag;rcc:mlent isprobably helped by the likelihood that the thiourea molecule
chemisorbed with its dipole pinned essentially perpendicular
and with its negative end (the S-atom end) next to the
specific adsorption probably arises from covalent bonding.f
mercury electrons with the lone pair of the sulfur atom.F
refined the above approach somewhat in order to
<inal)I'l'e differlenl:ial capacitance measurements on those kinds of neutral
<lrt~r.,'hp·rt in the neighborhood of the ecm. It is assumed 53,56
ali]P.I'1<rtIc molecules are adsorbed with their hydrocarbon end (essenmoment) toward the mercury and their polar
region. The
that enters into (2.3.1)
replacement of (assumed) fully oriented water
}))'struc1tures without a permanent moment. Further modification
differential capacitance a v-dependent average of
:ctricc611.~~tarlt appropriate for 0=0 (water only in the inner layer)
for 15= I (hydrocarbon groups only in the inner
correction for v-dependent thickness cnanze
orientation with electrode
electrostriction effects

Equilibrium double-layer theory

The above changes introduced by Devanathan act in the. direction of
increasing the applicability of his model and lead to reasonable 0 values
for n-amyl alcohol in sodium perchlorate'< but require the solution of an
integral equation by successive approximations, just as in his earlier
treatment of specific ionic adsorption. These changes would seem at least
as appropriate for the analysis of the NaF thiourea data," however as
for the n-amyl alcohol, since there is probably less specific ionic adsorption for NaF than for sodium perchlorate and the introduction of the average dielectric constant is less satisfactory when ionic adsorption is present.
Further, since even Devanathan's improved treatment is not easily amenable to inclusion of some of the omitted effects mentioned above, a more
satisfactory method wilt be outlined later.
Another method of obtaining T (q) is to establish a two-dimensional
equation of state for adsorbed species, then obtain T (q) from the surface
pressure. 58 This method, which will not be discussed herein, has been
applied by Parsons''? to Schapink et al.'s thiourea data and the dependence
for fixed q. The results
of the p.d. across the inner layer plotted vs,
are of the form

r

where Ko is the integral capacitance of the inner region for
found to decrease markedly as q becomes more negative. PM'~()r\~ e;mress:ed
Das et!4nfip, but it seems more correct to write 1/--''''"''"
suggesting that the thiourea dipole is either not fully
that
varies appreciably. Parsons instead
finds that it changes from 11·4 at
He also finds a somewhat similar change
constant obtained from the change in standard
with q, but here again it is assumed that <' flltp»
In 1926, Frumkin'" proposed the relation
q

=:

(l-o)qa+oqp

in a treatment of the effect of neutral-substance a'd$()rp,tion
capillary curves. Here q a is the
b= 1 and the inner layer consists
(other than those of the sotvent).
same total
(or static capacitance) calcul:atic)ns,
molecules covennz
factor
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the given polarization p.d. Further, it is separately assumed that the
charge per unit area associated with regions where there is no neutral
molecule adsorption is independent of the amount of such adsorption.
It is clear that (2.3.4) will approach exactitude as b~O or as 6-~1.
We believe that it is likely to be very good in the intermediate b region as
well provided qd and qp are both taken dependent ond because of planar
interaction effects. This approach still involves continuous charge distributions and so will not be useful in calculating () vs. q or
ab initio, but
it does avoid the previous necessity of smearing out the properties of an
inner region composed of two or more different species and describing it
in terms of averaged quantities which may depend on 6. Instead, as we
shall show later, ad vs. Vo and qp vs. Vo may be calculated separately
(except for planar interaction effects) using appropriate values of dipole
moment, thickness, natural field, and compressibility for each separate
calculation.
One probably minor defect in equation (2.3.4) is its neglect of any
variation of the specific area of adsorbed molecules with increased compaction in the layer. 59 Any such dependence of specific area on 0 requires
thatthe total charge in (2.3.4) be computed on a molecular number rather
than on an area basis.
LetC;dand Cpbe the differential capacitances of the double layer when
Q"",Oandl, respectively, and (do/dVo) === O. Then differentiation of
(2.3.4). with respect to Vo yields
C= (l-~)Cd+b·Cp+(qp--qd)(db/dVo),

(2.3.5)

shows that although the static capacitances are in parallel, the
f coverage with polarization introduces a coupling in the differitance between the two contributions. On rewriting do/ d Vo as
(dq/dVo), (2.3.5) may be alternatively written

C--

(l-b)C a + b· C
.
p
1-(qp-q;)(d6/dqj .

~30
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(2.3.4) has been used by Breiter and DeIah ay52 to analyze
amyl alcohol data and leads to satisfactory agreement with 0 values
by theelectrocapillary method. They have also obtained conwith (2.3.5) applied in regions where the (do/dVo) term
e neglected. This term has been omitted by Parsons'? in a consisorption isotherms, and he shows such omission leads to
with most isotherms. Hansen, Minturn, and Hickson61, 62
have applied equations (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) together with a specific form of
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adsorption isotherm and dependence of qp on Vo given by Fnlmllcin~U
obtain an
for
This was then used to
parent d,
the last term in (2.3.5), obtainingoap p ~cc «(7
C
of adsorbed organic compounds led to
0ayp < -- 2 under some
the importance of the omitted
term in
() 2", O.
Finally, it may be mentioned that if the qd and qp terms in (2.3.4) are
calculated
there is DO guarantee that the p.d. Vz across the
diffuse
will be the same in both regions. When it is different, it is
of course not proper to separate out the effect of the diffuse layer and
treat an inner
separately. This is 110t a limitation but a virtue of
equa Han
and the separate calculation of qd and qp' Experimentally, all one can be sure of is that the same total p.d. VI) is applied across
the double
. In
where there is neutral substance adsorption,
VI and
but not their sum, will be different from the Vj and V z where
there is no such
The diffuse region must be treated separately
for each region and the OHP will lie at a somewhat different distance
the electrode for each. Since individual hydrated ions in the
may be expected to have considerable freedom of motion in
except that toward the electrode, the different mean Vz
(1- b) fractional areas imply that on the average there
in diffuse-layer charge in the two regions. Until the drrtuse-iaver
in both regions is high, so the corresponding diffuse
make a negligible contribution to the total capacitance,
rate to consider a single (averaged) diffuse
Perhaps this is one reason why he finds a variation
thickness with charge. Another reason, in addition
equation (2.3.3), may be that the use
implies the independence of T of the p.d.
molecules. As already mentioned, this will 110t
over most of the 0 range.
3. DISCRETENESS
In this Section we shall consider
ions of a single sign only.
adsorbed on ionic concentration
rode charge
of monovalent
Sterrt25
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using the Boltzmann distribution Jaw. His results have been COIISlde'I'ea
Graharne'" and Parsons'", In the
case,
show that on the
of Stern's analysis qI is given quite closely
ql

0",

·-2rec o [I

I)

where r is the radius of the non-solvated anion and Co is its bulk concentration. The quantity WI was defined
Stern to be the work necessary to
move an ion from the interior of the solution to its adsorbed
at
the HIP, Parsons" has identified WI as the standard electrochemical free
energy accompanying adsorption and shows that
I) is based on a
Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
The quantity W 1 may be formally separated into two parts
(3.2)
where '!PI is the potential of the IHP relative to the solution and PI is a
specific adsorption potential for anions which may possibly depend on q
but is expected to be essentially independent of £11. There seems to be no
completely unambiguous method of carrying out the separation in (3.2).
If "h(q) can be calculated accurately from theory, taking the discrete
nature of the adsorption process into account, then rpl(Q) can be calculated
experimentally determined values of ql(q) and assuming (3,1) to be
adequate, Unfortunately, there is a pitfall in almost every step of such a
potential '!Pl is a quantity of great importance. In the earlier
discreteness of charge was neglected, and '!PI was taken as the
po1lential of the IHP relative to the solution when the adsorbed
smeared out in this plane. Then it becomes equal to the
on assuming the applicability of equations (2.2.4)
Bp = B"I == s, is given by (Vo'- V p) . This p.d., or
has become known as the macropotential."
first suggested that a proper theory of the double
reouire consideration of discreteness of charge effects, Esin
observed that the shift of ecm potential with increase
are specifically adsorbed was larger than
basis of a smeared sheet of adsorbed ions. The
adsorption potential 'IPI when the discrete
taken into account. This potential,
loosely defined as the potenpotential at a vacant ion position,
orooerlv be defined as the potential.relative

wClrI<2;\JA"
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to the solution at the position of the center of an adsorbed ion with that ion
absent but all other charges, including image charges, as they would be in
the presence of the ion. This definition is in substantial agreement with
those of Grahame''? and Ershler.P
The micropotential has been calculated in various approximate ways.
Esin and Shikov," Grahame.P" and Levine, Bell, and Calvert" have considered a model where the adsorbed ions are hexagonally arrayed and are
paired with their images in the electrode or in the diffuse layer. Their
methods of analysis differ slightly but their results are in substantial agreement. The correction to Vi derived by Esin and Shikov turned out to
overexplain the Esin-vMarkov effect. Therefore, Brshler;" and later Grahame.t? Levich, Kiryanov, and Krylov" and Levine eral.,49 used a model in
which imaging of a hexagonal array of adsorbed ions takes place both in a
perfectly conducting electrode and in the diffuse layer, taken as an equipotential at a distance «(3 -f
from the electrode and also with infinite dielectric constant. The greater the charge density in the nearest part of the
diffuse region, the more nearly it can be approximated as an equipotential.
All the above authors took EfJ=
e.; it is notalways clear whether
meant was actually E=. Note that when imaging of the charges SP(~cilfic·
ally adsorbed ions occurs in both the electrode and
infinite set of images appears.
The inclusion of infinite imaging leads to better agreement
treatments between theory and the shift of the eem potential
tration. When fJ is less than approximately 0'3, about the limit
merit in 1110st solutions, the above treatments agree in prledictilt1gthlt~
micropotential should be given quite closely by
Using this result, iP! becomes

?PI

= ~~z [Q+QI{y/({3+Y)}l+ (¥i~)

where (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) have been used
however, not very logically based since it combines
rections based on departure from
appt,oxiimltt!()U>
creteness of charge correction to Vi will be
each adsorbed ion is far away from
to take as a first approximation epable dielectric constant including
hand, in the
to take
e,t' fOI' reasons Qis1ctlsse<l eeruer,
in f:ict,depend

en ::::
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approximation leads to EfJ.,L
in general, while ecuation
sistent, as we shall see, with a constant field and linear notential
the inner region.
Next, we note that from (2.2.3) and (2.2.6) with EfJ ,~c;
VI may be expressed as

IS COIJ-

in

(3.4)

It then follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
1fl

V2 = {y/({1+y)}Vv

(3.5)

implying a linear potential dependence for the rnicropotential in the inner
region. Note that we have taken especial care to denote average p.d.'s with
the. symbolY and have used the different symbol 'lfJl for a p.d. which inthe micropotential. The problem of correctly separating the two
appaJrehtJy led to the difficulties concerning the inner-layer field of
and Grahame and Parsons discussed in Section 2.2.
derivation by Mott, Parsons, and Watts-Tobin 34 of a
equivalent to that in (3.5) by writing {t == ey is not well
adsorption; a detailed consideration of the micropoas that above, is actually required.
difficulties arise from the lack of a double-layer theory
discrete nature of all charges, those specifically adsorbed and
diffuse layer, is'simultaneously taken into account
included. Since we believe such a theory will
appears best to use continuous-charge equato calculate mean potentials, fields, and
equation (3.3) with e ==.0 Cl for the microadsorption and electrode charge. It
procedure and not
matter is given in the last

equation analogous to (3.1) by considering
the :spe:citic [ldsoq)tictll

the concomitant adsorption
interest his result
- K' a± exp (etPl/kT),

(3.6)

constant. This result is thus of very
and ()neglec-
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Such neglect is equivalent to the use of a
isotherm. Detailed analysis by Grah;ame~
rather than
and Graharne and Parsons? of KI and KCl data leads to a linear increase
values, a maximum in the neighin CPt as q decreases from
borhood of
and some decrease thereafter. Further, !Pi IS found to be
larger for KI than for KCL The decrease in chemical bonding of the
chemisorbed
ions as q increases positively is contrary to expectation and almost certainly indicates the inadequacy of (3.6) or (3.3) or
both, Another indication of weakness in these equations is that theykad
to an appreciable decrease in yj(f3+y) as q decreases from large positive
values.
In Watts-Tohin's-" and Mott's and Watts-Tobin'so work, V2 has been
neglected and a Boltzmann distribution IUtV for adsorbed anions (or
anion-udatorn
has been employed. Watts-Tobin has taken the
as the potential which enters into the electrostatic
entire mean p.d.
of the adsorption energy. This assumption is modified in the
and Watts-Tobin where essentially the potential
consistent with (3.4) and (3.5) when Vz is neglected.
considering imaging of adions in the eIectrod,eC'111y
have also derived,
and planar interaction, an added term in the micropotential irlteIC}d(~d
correct at least in part for failure, as f) increases,
that the micropotential can be derived from a linear potential vUIrl.al:iQrI
in the inner region. In the present notation and using a corrected X';1..lUI;;L'",1
the correction term," the result for ql is
ql= ~aec{) exp [(ejkT){CP i -l- [yj(fi+Y)]Vl

where a is here U length of the order of a molecular ·,c!iaJnet¢l'. Alt!1dtigh
(3.7) does. not agree, even after a change in nOltation,
sion given by Mott and
of' cQ1llf'I:msati
sign in their actual calculation,
el11tpl;()Yi~q a:l1lq
leads to their Fig. 12. The resulting tll(~orl~ti¢al
qualitative agreement with
obtained by Grahame for a
These curves are actually ... I"th,,-! against
as Vl; comparison with a
change in shape arising from
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similarly smearing the ad ions in their plane down to a distance equal to the
mean distance between adions, This procedure is only approximate since
it ignores discreteness of charge except insofar as the adion spacing is
identified with a lower limit of integration. An improved discrete model
calculation of the micropotential for the adsorption of ions follows from the
work of Esin and Shikov," Grahame,"? and Levine et al.4D in which adsorbed ions and their images are treated as dipoles or as parallel layers
of discrete charge. In such single-image treatments, however, one is still
neglecting infinite imaging in the diffuse layer and the electrode, discrete
planar interaction between inner layer water molecules and adions, and
alteration of water-water dipolar interaction arising from the presence
adions. Further, we wish to emphasize that the procedure
bfreg:anding adions and their images as dipoles, ideal or non-ideal," is only
obtaming the contributions to the energy from adion-adion and
arnon-ennaze interactions. It would be nonsense, for example, to base a
energy of interaction between the charged electrode and
picture which replaces the adions with dipoles. Finally,
pointed out that the inclusion of multiple imaging
eiectroce and in the OHP causes the planar interaction
in any of the above treatments, to be essenThis result also follows from Grahame's'? earlier treat..
why. no Iql1 3 i2 term appears in the micropotential
appropriateness of including infinite imaging will
'-'''U''''' et al.4D have considered discreteness of charge

cenved a new relation between ql and q, etc.
chemical potential of a specifically adin the interior of the solution. Two
assumed that
were
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to which they arc applied here is two-dimensional. Secondly,it is desirable
to take into account simultaneously the competition for adsorption sites
of inner layer water molecules and adsorbed ions.
In the present notation, the result of Levine et al. for adsorption of a
univalent anion may be written as*
(3.8)
where "PI is given by (3.3) with e apparently equal to e~, a: is the activity
of the anion in the bulk of the solution, and flo is the concentration of water
molecules. As pointed out by Levine et al. this result essentially reduces
to that of Grahame, equation (3.6), when p=O. Further, it is clear that
it essentially reduces to the Stern result, equation (3.1), when p= 1. By
using the specific values p =1'83, N s=5 X 1014 cm- 2, and yj(fJ+y) = 0·4,
Levine et al. showed that Grahame's'" KI data led to little or no variation
of 'PI with a; or q and was consistent with a constant value of y/(fJ+y).
On the other hand, they found that Grahame's derived curve of V 2
for 0·05 N KI could be fitted quite well by a value of p=2, (fJ+y)
and y j(fJ-I-Y) again 0'4. The derived e value for the inner layer,
was taken independent of q, varied appreciably with solute conce
however.
The above results certainly suggest that (3.8) is considerably su
to earlier formulas in which p=O and possibly even to those for
p = 1. On the other hand, the use of volume statistics for a surfacepr
the omission of consideration of the role of water molecules,
of any variation of e with density or saturating field, the om'
dependence of f3 and y on inner-layer pressure, the omission 0
ar-interaction effects, and the use of equation (3.3) fo
on a combination of mean p.d.'s and discrete-charge p.
there is even yet considerable room for improvement i
the present problem.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in rece
have used the Stern result (p= 1), equation (3.1), to
adsorption of benzene m-disulphonate ions. It is fou
cHic adsorption potential, is independent of both q and q1 p
the
y /(f3+y) term appearing in (3.3) is allowed to vary with q1' A distinction
*We have written the result in a slightly different form from that of Levine et
aCto avoid the appearance of terms like (_N,e)P---l, which may lead to complex
numbers for p non-integral.
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is made between y !(pi·y), which measures the
of VI involved
in the micropotential (equation
and the actual distance ratio (xz_·
XI)!XZ, where X z is the distance between the electrode and OHP and Xl is
the separation between the electrode and the IHP. This latter ratio is
found to be 0·25 and nearly independent of qI' This distinction is made in
an attempt to correct for the expected failure of the constant-field approximation in the inner layer (see earlier discussion). If it could be certain that
fPl should actually be entirely independent of q and (/1, the variation in y/
(fJ+y) obtained by Parry and Parsons (about 0·3 to O'9)would be meaningful
within the limitations mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Actually,
it seems possible that fPl might increase somewhat with increase in q be~
cause of increased covalent bonding and might decrease with increase in
the increased planar interaction as () increases is explicitly incluthe theory.

4. FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
some improvements were discussed of earlier equilibrium
aouore-raver theories for the case of no specific adsorption. When there is
rto·spiecific ach;orption of ions, adatorns, or even of other dipolar molecules,
double layer is composed of material all of the same
water in the case of aqueous electrolytes. Even in this
seen that when compression and planar interapproximately included the result is relatively cornoutline an improved approximate means
inner region contains two different
vin,g<dlUt't,telJt p,errrlanient dipole moments and polarizabHit1e s,
specij!:ic~dly adsorbed ions imaged in the electrcde
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and permanent moments of the latter, to good approximation the problem
could be handled using Frumkin's q-formula, equation (2.3.4). It would
also be applicable whether species X were uncharged or charged. In this
case, the calculation of qa and qp for the same applied Vo could proceed independently by the methods of Section 2, and qfinally calculatedfor a given
o (or ein the case of adsorbed ions) using (2.3.4). This procedure would
yield a q-- V o curve for each neutral substance concentration, which could
be compared with the experimentally determined results. The 0 values
used would need to be found independently by a separate method, such as
that used by Parsons. 57 , 58 Alternatively, the experimental q-Vo curves
could be used to obtain 0 vs. q or Vu for each concentration, again using
equation (2. 3.4).
Unfortunately, it appears likely that in general the planar surroundings
of an adsorbed molecule or ion will have an important effect on its own
electrical behavior in the double layer. If this is the case, it is clearly a
poor approximation to cluster all adsorbed molecules of a given species
together and calculate their qc- Vo behavior without regard to t
of molecules of different species. We believe, however, that
be a better approximation than any previously considered to
first of the planar interactions and consequent coupling
of molecules of the two different species, then to set up ex
ting V o and qd and qp separately, and finally to apply the Frumk
tion (2.3.4).
Because of planar interaction, the Vo-qd .and Vo-qp re
longer be independent, but each will involve the paramet
I n this more complicated case, it is not possible to assume
the q corresponding to a given VO' Instead, in order to
mutually dependent Vo relations simultaneously, we
Vo-q values and determine that" b value which leads to
In general, this will be a complicated procedure which
cable with a digital computer. For given
bulk concentrations, one will tina
ai
pare with those determined indepe
. If th
ence, constants of the model can be adjusted until go
whole range is achieved. A sufficient but not absolut.e1
for this to be possible for many ranges of conce
is that the model analyzed bear a close res
the actual situation
and that the approximations introduced be sufficiently well justified.
It should be emphasized that one does not have unlimited flexibility in
adjustment of constants. When the concentration of neutral substance is
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zero, one has only one species in the inner
simultaneous ionic
or
and the Conadsorption and/or adatom formation is
stants needed in the
relation may he selected
curve fitting under
while those necesthis condition. These constants should then remain
sary in the
relation are determined from curve fitting when the
complete set of
neutral-substance concentration is non-zero, The
curve
for wide ranges of electroconstants should then lead to
lyte and neutral-substance concentrations,
Although detailed curve
the above procedure will
nresented elsewhere, we shall here
outline some of the approxim~lti()lls and considerations which seem reasona ble. First, if the sizes of
different, it will be
different species of molecules are not
approximation to take N as before as the maximum number/unit
molecules in the inner region and to consider that N remains convaries. This will be an excellent approximation for o~O or
inde~)eudel1t of the size ratio and will clearly be a better and better
><\ ~p'pti()xil11aJio"n in the intermediate 6 region as the ratio approaches unity.
good approximation for all () if the molecules are not
the maximum surface coverage is attained
tesQI1JJ~1~vl1;at separated from
another because of the presence of
and/or
of
dipolar
and other repulsive forces. In
adsor'ption sites
probably still be considered to be in a hexagonal
minimum distance apart will not be
thus, their actual size ratio win not be
relaxing of our foregoing close-packed assumnless applicable to electrolyte
be pertinent to adsorption from
dielect:ric nreoerties of
gas itself may
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calculation of 1)d and (P p which leads to the coupling between the electrical
effects of the two kinds of molecules. In addition to the appearance of
direct coupling in the Vo-qd and Vo-qp equations, it also turns out to appear
in the expressions for the orienting fields c5d and !:'p themselves. Note that
either ,Ud or 1()) may be identically zero in the present general treatment.
Although we shall not give the rather complicated equations here, it is
worth mentioning that when (5'« 1, they can be approximately reduced to an
expression somewhat like (2.3.2). In particular, direct dependence of the
second term on
T p is then found, but the term -< jtpCt p)>- If] with 'YJ a
constant is replaced by a much more complicated expression which involves induced polarizabilities, -< ,up(!:'p)>- , -< ,uila» , qa, and qp' Future
numerical work may show that further simplification may be possible for
a limited range of 0' or 0, but it appears that the use of (2.3.2) to obtain
-e; jtic5p):>or even -< jt p(c5 p) :>- /17, where 'I] is a constant, is usually a
hazardous and unwarranted operation.
We have referred throughout this paper to the practice of many workers
of considering the charges in the inner layer as being imaged both by the
metal and by the diffuse layer of ions; some further comment is needed on
this point. To begin with, let us assume that the diffuse layer is i
good imaging plane. Then, there will result ~ an infinite set of .
every elementary charge in the inner layer; thus, all inne
will be imaged as well as ions, and it is the resulting set of image monopoles
and dipoles upon which the micropotential will depend. Since adio
very likely retain part of their solvation shells containing highly
dipoles, we feel that a proper calculation, taking simultan
both adions and dipoles into account, might produce
different from treatments in which such dipole imaging is negl
that neglecting imaging of the solvent dipoles is just another a
basic approximation of neglecting all or part of the discrete
system.
Secondly, even if one neglects solvent dipole imagin
risky approximation of replacing the inner-layer solvent
medium of dielectric constant different from unity, the
several workers require some further discussion.o9
.
Grahame50 has calculated the micropotential for the infinite imaging
case making the assumption that the local field is uniform throughout the
inner layer; that is, that the potential varies linearly with distance from the
electrode. This assumption is sometimes quite far from correct, particularly
1, and leads to the absence of terms
for high coverages and/or Ply
in the micropotential proportional to Iql13/2 and higher order in I ql I which
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must become important in the above limits.
errors in his treatment of the total
across the
coincidence are exactly cornpensatmg, making
inner layer p.d. fortuitously exact.
and
Krylov" in an apparently exact treatment have found that for coverages
this was not explicitly
less than 25-30 per cent and
stated in the brief communication of Levich et
for
the uniform
is not
field approximation is very good. Outside of this range the
us from enlarging
so clear. Unfortunately, length restrictions
uponthe above comments in the
work;
we shall present a
detailed analysis and numerical results for some cases where fJ and yare
not nearly equal in a future communication.
fundamental in a sense than those we have just been
the pertinence of considering
in the diffuse layer of
We feel that even this is
some doubt; in any case the proI,;CI.tUI.CIUU:H certainly be regarded with suspicion when the Debye length of
layer is larger than either the mean adion separation or y. In
appears that thermal motion within the diffuse layer would
1"'.r·&p.I\l."w,~"h O1ft" the ionic imagingprocessleaving only bulk-watera imagin current infinite-imaging treatments and
which properly considers adions and solvent from
di~!crlete viewnoint in the single-image regime lead us to the view that
'itlleBsin+·M:arll:ov effect is as yet inconclusive evidence for the importance
point out a deficiency in conventional adsorpthe Boltzmann factor. The general practice in obstatistical
is to assume that the
'nllll1Ctl<.)!1 del,cribirlg the system contains the usual Boltzmann
In,~(~hll~t theoretical problem is the calculation of
into this factor. When one
adsorbed phase is a
bej~atlSe ofithe competition
"completelyfiHed"
no longer present.ut bt~COlnes
tirs,t-pfrtn:cip'les statis:ticltl treatment is desirable.
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systems in which the different species may differ as to size, charge, and
other properties, would be quite independent of the rather involved question of the correct choice for a micropotential, This independence of the
problem presently considered from that of choosing the appropriate
micropotential means, of course, that one may consider, up to a point,
charged and uncharged objects on exactly the same footing.
The present authors have carried out such a program and find that the task
was quite straightforward. The procedure essentially involved the counting
of complexions leading to a given system condition with a constraining
relation requiring that the total coverage of the active surface be complete. The microcanonical ensemble was used; however, it has been shown
that the canonical ensemble leads to the same conclusions.??Thechiefresults,
insofar as we have examined them up to this time, indicate that the adsorption of a given component properly approaches Boltzmann behavior
in the limit of zero adsorption of that component; however, as the adsorption increases, the competition and saturation effects cause appreciable
departure from the usual expressions based on Boltzmann statistics.
We much appreciate Drs. Devanathan and Parsons s
us prepublication copies of their papers, and we lIIish to thank all those with
we have corresponded concerning their published papers. We are grateful a So
Dr. Parsons for a critical reading of the manuscript.
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TABLE

2. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED DOUBLE-LAYER PARAMETERS AT 2YC.

Author.
(Reference number)

Material

Macdonald (2)
Devanathan (29)

Grahame (28)
Grahame and
Parsons (9)
Parsons (57)

fJ
15

7·19

5
7·19

y

4·6
3·72

0-3-0-8

KI
KCI

0-1-0'5
14'9,
11'4

3060--

4·70
1,2
3

14-9

6

3-45

4

(0'69)

(2-76)

(0'8)

2

2

(0'5)

(3)

(2)

0·4

4-4
5

of the values are only rough estimates; also, values not
the authors but derivable from their work are given in parengiven in Angstrom units.
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e introduced on p. 81 is the charge magnitude, not the ionic charge as stated. The
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